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B-158    BRILLIANT CRESYL BLUE STAIN FOR

RETICULATED CELLS 

AND PLATELETS 

Fixation:  None 

Staining:   

1. Polish smooth glass slides or cover glasses.

2. Place a drop of  (B-158-1), on the glass andAlcoholic Brilliant Cresyl Blue, 0.3%

allow to dry.
3. On a second, clean slide or cover glass, place a drop of blood 2-3mm. in diameter,

and bring this into contact with the dried stain (step. 2).
4. Move the slides or covers (hinge fashion, up or down) until all the stain is dissolved

and the blood appears blue-black. Then allow the glasses to come in contact so as to
spread the drop.

5. Separate the glasses and allow films to dry.

6. Place 1 ml of  (B-158-2), on the blood film for 1-3Wright Staining Solution

minutes.

7. Add 2 ml of distilled water or preferable  (B-158-3) and letPhosphate Buffer, pH 6.5

stand for twice the staining time used in step 6. Flood off the stain and wash with

distilled water or preferably Phosphate Buffer, pH 6.5 (B-158-3), until the thin
portions of the stained film are pink.

8. Dry by blotting carefully. If poor staining results, try varying the staining time with

Wright’s Stain (B-158-2), either before or after dilution.

Note: Record the number of reticulocytes and/or platelets noted in 
counting 1000 or more red blood cells. The number of red cells per cubic 

millimeter should be determined in haemocytometer, and the ratio of the 
reticulocytes or platelets to red cells computed from the stained 

preparations. 

Stain Results: 

Reticulum of immature red cells Clear-cut blue 

 Background Pale-blue or eosin colored 

 Blood Platelets Lilac 
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